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Erectus walks amongst us wikipedia
Tuesday, December 16th, 2008 #1 ‘Erectus Walks Amongst Us: The Evolution of Modern Humans’ by Richard D. Fuerle This book is divided into 5 sections: (1) What the reader needs to know about fossil humans, evolution, neoteny, genetic distance, and evolutionary psychology. (2) The traits of races of living people, their hard and soft tissue,
behavior, intelligence, and accomplishments, (3) The Out-of-Africa theory of modern human origins, including fossil support, mtDNA and nuclear DNA support, and the alleged replacement of Eurasians by Africans about 65,000 years ago, (4) The Out-of-Eurasia theory of human origins, including evolution up to a bipedal ape, why man’s intelligence
increased until recently, Neanderthals, and the origins of Eurasians, Africans, and Asian aborigines, and (5) Policies based on the previous sections, i.e., the classification of races, miscegenation, hybrids, segregation, eugenics, the left, egalitarianism, individualism, morality, and the present situation.’ Read the book online here: Erectus Walks
Amongst Us, by Richard D. Fuerle Tuesday, December 16th, 2008 #2 Tuesday, December 16th, 2008 #3 The part about miscegenation is interesting... "There are no races, only countries of people Chuck Norris has beaten to different shades of black and blue." Tuesday, December 16th, 2008 #4 Tuesday, December 16th, 2008 #5 The similarity is
uncanny. Sunday, January 18th, 2009 #6 I just read a bit about it wanted throw up. Seriously this one of the most biased you-know-what-filled pieces of pseudoscience I've ever read. Somehow makes me think he partly or least subconsciously came up with his theory of mankind's origins in Eurasia just to disassociate himself with those inferior
"negroids". "How could I possibly originate from those unintelligent, anti-social and ugly non-progressive Africans." By the way I'm an individualist centrist egalitarian, who opposes multiculturalism and political correctness, but that doesn't mean I support racism/racialism or eugenics one bit. I say balance is the answer to most things in life - Yin
Yang. Monday, January 19th, 2009 #7 Originally Posted by Viking King I just read a bit about it wanted throw up. Seriously this one of the most biased you-know-what-filled pieces of pseudoscience I've ever read. Somehow makes me think he partly or least subconsciously came up with his theory of mankind's origins in Eurasia just to disassociate
himself with those inferior "negroids". "How could I possibly originate from those unintelligent, anti-social and ugly non-progressive Africans." By the way I'm an individualist centrist egalitarian, who opposes multiculturalism and political correctness, but that doesn't mean I support racism/racialism or eugenics one bit. I say balance is the answer to
most things in life - Yin Yang. I have not read it yet but in China they believe in the Multiregional origin of modern humans: Monday, January 19th, 2009 #8 From everything I've read this seems true. It was common belief until after WWII they scrapped science because it wasn't politically correct. Even though these things are scientifically proven
(logically sound and backed by observation) they are labeled "psuedo-science" like Eugenics and racial beliefs. Genetically whites are the youngest race. Asians the second youngest. This indeed shows that we came from a common black-like ancestor. Blacks show more primitive features in most traits (smaller average brain size, thicker jaw etc.).
Multiregional origins: has some merit. What seems to be the case is that say in Europe we had Neanderthals and possibly some other archaic human groups who lived there for maybe 350,000 years or more. Similar in Asia. Yet modern Europeans don't come from these people. There seems to be a great deal of evidence, and this is hotly debated, that
"modern" humans interbred with the natives to create our modern races. It seems backed with evidence and I guess the main reason the scientific community "debates" or "objects" to this is that it is politically incorrect?? Similar in Asia- modern humans went there bred some with the natives and created modern Asians. Which I believe modern
Asians also have more recently mingled with whites and blacks and are a mixed race in many ways. Though there was some original Asiatic race. Though we have Neanderthals and such going back half a million years or so in Europe the modern white race is only about 30,000 years old- mostly coming from an African gene pool. Once in Europe the
population underwent rapid change. Possibly from interbreeding with the older European groups and a genetic bottleneck. All of this is backed both by genetic tests and archaeology. The actual Aryan tribe itself is even younger. They came about around 15,000 B.C. as a tribe of Caucasions. Then expanding outward conquoring others. Since they were
genetically very similar to their white European brothers we just consider Aryan and white Caucasion interchangable today. But genetically we can prove that modern Europeans are more related to modern Africans than Neanderthals- that the majority of their ancestory came from AFrica and seperated about 30,000 years ago from that gene pool.
Asians are a bit older but same thing. Thursday, April 16th, 2009 #9 Originally Posted by Viking King I just read a bit about it wanted throw up. Seriously this one of the most biased you-know-what-filled pieces of pseudoscience I've ever read. Somehow makes me think he partly or least subconsciously came up with his theory of mankind's origins in
Eurasia just to disassociate himself with those inferior "negroids". "How could I possibly originate from those unintelligent, anti-social and ugly non-progressive Africans." By the way I'm an individualist centrist egalitarian, who opposes multiculturalism and political correctness, but that doesn't mean I support racism/racialism or eugenics one bit. I
say balance is the answer to most things in life - Yin Yang. This is interesting: So this is the skull that’s causing all the fuss, the Liujiang skull. it was found in Tongtianyan in the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region (South Easternmost China) in 1958 by people collecting fertilizer. There’s a bit of uncertainty over its age; a uranium series gave a date
of 67,000 years +/-5,000; but the flora and fauna in the cave seem to indicate an older date. There are also some modern human teeth found in the same area with a very old date of 94,000 BP. So really the only date you could give it is ‘inconveniently old for the recently out of Africa theory’. The skulls don’t really bear more than a passing
resemblance to modern mongoloid Asians, there being some significant differences in the teeth at least. The eye orbits are more rectangular as well. This also agrees with other data showing that modern mongoloids area a rather recent arrival in Asia, who have become massively successful in a very short space of time- the oldest Mongoloid shaped
skull in Asia being about 7,000 years old. I have read parts of "Erectus Walks" and think it very good indeed. I have never had any real problem with the idea that whites may have evolved from an African with black skin - although it could not have been a Negro as they are a more recent development. I believe we evolved from micro-organisms for
that matter. Thursday, April 16th, 2009 #10 The ‘Out of Africa’ deception. It’s something that pleases the liberal media, not something geneticists agree on. Ive seen research items other than these rip into the ‘out of Africa theory’ before.I’d like to point out (ad nauseum) that human remains have been found in China over 100k old, making the date
part ridiculous. There are remains of modern humans 162k old in Morocco, and 125k old in Israel. .../2008/03/04/5/ Hi, R.D. Fuerle here. I am not going to reply to all the criticisms of my book, some of which are for assertions I don't think I made, but I just wanted to clarify a few points. In Chapter 23, I try to make the case that man evolved from a
Eurasian ape, not an African ape. The only connection between the human lineage and Africans is that very early Eurasian man migrated into Africa and interbreed with an African ape, producing hybrids. Subsequent migrations by more evolved Eurasians into Africa and interbreeding with the hybrids there brought more Eurasian alleles in to Africa.
Several times I say that man never left Africa except as slaves. As to sibling incest, I am not advocating it and find it repulsive, but the scientific case for it being genetically harmful in the absence of deleterious recessive alleles (DRAs) is weak or non-existent. The only reason this comes up is that those who advocate race mixing argue that it is
genetically beneficial since it is far away from inbreeding, which they believe is inherently harmful. By the way, I know there are errors in the book and I appreciate those who have brought them to my attention. I have corrected the ones I am aware of in the free internet version and will try to publish a corrected hard copy in a few years. RDF Well,
you are right about the fact that Homo Erectus walks among us. Anyone who doubts it is a complete idiot as they only need to look at you and see that it is truth. OK, humor aside, this book seems to be complete idiocy. Seriously, I NEVER even thought that there are still people who seriously doubt the out-of-Africa theory. There is SO MUCH wrong
with it I could spend a few hours just pointing it all out. BUT, as this isn´t about the book but about the post, I can just say, fuck you. You just proved that you are a disgusting racist, who should have NO right to ever write an entire book about his disgusting beliefs. There is so much wrong just in this post, I am SURE any biologist would cry just
reading it, let alone entire book. Wait, “they” condemned sibling incest just to promote interracial marriages? What. That does not compute. Also, you just have to ask any animal breeder about how harmful incest can be. Yes, breeding related animals can be bad when recessive bad genes are activated. However, most animal breeders I've known take
that risk fairly frequently. The same applies to people. Sometimes you get a funny-looking Carlos V, sometimes you get Cleopatra VII, who spoke 5 languages and was quite capable, though ruthless and reckless. @nazani14 Or the Colt Family from Australia! After reading that, here's some brain bleach: imageimageimage imageimageimage image And
the OP needs to accept that DNA has proven that.... image Now ah no i dun bee relatedz to apes. My poppa be a zoo gorillaz an momma be a orangutang. I wasn't aware they've started letting other species write their own books. I'm glad they did, I never knew I'd be so interested in reading the opinions of a Neanderthal. So, in order to avoid
inbreeding let´s practice endogamy.Sorry guy, it just doesn´t work. HEIL SATAN, You have the lack of self-awareness to curse at someone, state he hasn't have the right to write a book or state his views that he has based on research ? I've the book twice. I find it full of astounding information and details. Your narrow thinking mind and prejudice, to
say nothing of your inability to comprehend any views other than those shoved down your throat by the establishment are repulsive. James Watson was ostracized by people just as closed minded as you. You are a disgrace to the concept of scientific research. People like you appear frequently in the history of the suppression of ideas. Galileo and
Copernicus met you long ago. There is no sense in hoping you some recovery from your ignorance. It is too deep and adamant. Dr Fuerle is dead now, but I wish him the best and thank him for the insights and alternative possibilities he has brought forth. As for you Heil Satan, events of millions of years ago and you think you can pronounce
suppositions about them right or wrong ideas ? I hope you are alive and reading this. And, I hope you have gained some intelligence since you wrote this hate filled post of yours that is based on nothing but your emotions, no facts, no research, nothing. Pathetic . So were we! You can find all of this, and more, on Fundies Say the Darndest Things! To
post a comment, you'll need to Sign in or Register. Making an account also allows you to claim credit for submitting quotes, and to vote on quotes and comments. You don't even need to give us your email address.
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